(saccades generated in the direction opposite to the adapted saccade). In addition, they compared 84 different head positions and showed that adaptation transferred only to saccades aiming at the 85 same absolute location in space as the adapted saccades, independently of the head position. As a 86 consequence they ruled out that their adaptation of target localization occurred in a head-
87
Reference frames of saccadic adaptation 5 centered reference frame. The authors proposed instead that it occurred in a spatiotopic reference 88 frame, as if the goal of all tested double-step memory-guided saccades (leftward and rightward) 89 had been re-localized in space (shifted rightward) after saccadic adaptation.
90
This modification of leftward saccades after the adaptation of rightward scanning saccades is 91 certainly a demonstration of adaptation of target localization in a non-retinotopic reference 92 frame, i.e. occurring at the early stage of saccadic planning. However, to conclude that target 93 location was coded and adapted in a spatiotopic reference frame, three issues remained to be 94 tested. 1) The visible borders of the computer screen used to present the visual targets could have 95 provided a visual frame allowing subjects to localize the target in an allocentric reference frame
96
(visual coding with respect to other stable visual landmarks in space: Bridgeman et al. 1997 ; 97 Rossetti 1998). In addition, the double-step memory-guided saccades which were used in the 
106
This remembered information cannot simply be the retinotopic location of the second target 107 because of the "retino-spatial dissonance" (Heide et al. 1995) introduced by the movement of the 108 eyes during the first saccade. Instead, the second saccade must take into account the first proposed that a different coordinate system of target localization can be revealed following 119 saccadic adaptation depending on the duration of target presentation. Indeed, his results
120
confirmed the use of a non-retinotopic reference frame to encode the location of a target 121 presented for a long duration (500 msec) as opposed to the use of a retinotopic reference frame
122
(unidirectional adaptation) to localize a target presented for a short duration (50 msec).
123
In the present study, we addressed the question of retinotopic or non-retinotopic reference frames were conducted in conformity with the declaration of Helsinki.
150
Experimental set-up:
151
Subjects sat in complete darkness with the head maintained with chin and forehead rests. They
152
were required to follow with the eyes visual targets (5 mm diameter, red or green LEDs)
153
presented at different positions on a black panel located 70 cm in front of them (see Figure 2 ).
154
Horizontal and vertical movements of the right eye were recorded with the Eyelink 1000 system 
166
Eight hundred msec after FP1 was presented, two targets appeared simultaneously: T1-r (r for 
191
Subjects were required to perform double-step memory-guided saccades where the second 192 saccade was directed either leftward ("unadapted" direction) or rightward ("adapted" direction)
193
in different trials (henceforth called "unadapted" and "adapted" trials or saccades, respectively).
194
Unadapted and adapted trials were randomly presented. In adapted trials, the double-saccade (T1-l, T1-l' and T1-l'') as predictive independent factor.
247
In order to confirm these within experiment analyses, the horizontal amplitude change of 248 unadapted saccades (amplitude difference between pre and post) was submitted to a factorial
249
ANOVA with the following three factors: the three Starting Locations, the two Conditions coordinates.
269
First of all, the experimental procedure led to a significant adaptation of rightward scanning 270 saccades. Indeed, the gain of these saccades progressively increases over adaptation trials Frame condition where such visual information is unavailable, this allocentric coding cannot take reveal a spatiotopic coding of the target by using single-step memory-guided saccades which do 307 not require remapping. This was tested in experiment 2.
308
Experiment 2: single-step memory-guided saccade task
309
The second main question of our study was to test whether the double-step memory-guided 310 saccade task used in experiment 1 is responsible for the use of a specific reference frame for the 311 coding of the location of T2.
312
To test this hypothesis, the effects of the same adaptation of scanning saccades as in experiment In experiments 1 and 2, the go-signal (extinction of T1) triggering the saccades toward T2
354 occurred after the extinction of T2 (see Figure 4) . As a consequence, saccades toward T2 were 355 executed only after some delay following T2 extinction (> 240 msec on average for experiment 356 2, see Table 1 ). These saccades were therefore considered as memory-guided, and not visually- Figure 6C , the amplitude of 384 unadapted single-step saccades did not change between pre-and post-phases, for both 385 conditions.
386
The lack of change of unadapted saccades observed following adaptation of rightward scanning 387 saccades is in agreement with the classical modification of saccadic planning in a retinotopic 388 reference frame.
389
Global analysis. amplitude changes of unadapted saccades were similar for the three different starting positions.
403
Based on this result, we averaged all the amplitude changes across the three starting positions,
404
resulting in the data presented in Figure 7 .
405
Correlation analyses.
406
The first correlation between differences of EPV and of transfer amounts was performed in the 407 double-step memory-guided experiment. We found that differences of EPV and of transfer determines which of these reference frames is revealed. However we cannot exclude that, in 435 addition to the dominant reference frame involved during each specific saccade task, other 436 reference frames are secondarily involved, albeit to a much lesser extent.
437
Reference frames of saccadic adaptation
20
We will now discuss the three following points. First, outward adaptation of scanning saccades 
446
However, the paradigms used in these studies did not allow testing alternative reference frames, coordinates, and also in head-centered coordinates by integrating the starting eye position signal.
517
In experiment 2, the subject makes only one saccade toward T2 and therefore both eye and T2
518
positions are still valid, in all reference frames, when the go-signal instructs the subject to make explaining why we found a retinotopic pattern in experiment 1 and not in experiment 2.
531
Experiment 3 has shown that the presence of the visual target at saccade onset is another factor 532 preventing the use of non-retinotopic reference frames. Zimmermann (2013) due to the strong emphasis of previous studies on visually-guided saccades.
545
Finally, as suggested by a reviewer, it is worth noting that our results could also be interpreted where the weight of visual signals is supposedly low (high variability due to memorization).
553
However, this interpretation is deemed unlikely for the following reasons. First, this hypothesis 554 should apply to saccades both in the unadapted and in the adapted direction, and therefore the 555 pattern of amplitude changes we report here for "unadapted direction saccades" in relation to the 556 different conditions and experiments should be also observed for "adapted direction saccades".
557
25
This prediction is however contradicted by the fact that for these latter saccades, the reported 558 amplitude change (increase) did not vary between conditions and experiments (Figures 6-7 ).
559
Second, contrary to the prediction of the above Bayesian hypothesis, we found no evidence that were not found after backward adaptation of scanning saccades (their paper, page 1820). This
565
suggests that the pattern of unadapted saccades changes reported in our study and in
566
Zimmermann et al.'s are specifically related to adaptation, rather than to perceptual effects 567 related to target perceptual priors.
568

CONCLUSION:
569
In conclusion, this series of experiments put forward that the exact same outward adaptation of 570 scanning saccade does occur in different reference frames (allocentric, body-centered and 571 retinotopic), which are revealed by using different saccadic tasks before and after adaptation.
572
This parallel encoding of a movement goal in different reference frames might present functional 573 advantages in maintaining the efficiency of the oculomotor system to respond rapidly to its 574 environment by choosing the more reliable and available reference frame at saccade onset. unadapted trials, respectively. T2 was presented while subjects kept fixating FP, and upon FP 703 extinction, T1 was presented for 400 msec, signaling subjects to perform a saccade toward T1.
704
When T1 was switched off, subjects had to make another saccade toward the remembered 705 location of T2. For adapted trials, subjects performed saccades first from FP1 to T1-r and second 706 from T1-r to T2 (or at one of its jittered positions +/-1° from center: dotted circles); for 707 unadapted trials, subjects performed saccades from FP2 to either T1-l, T1-l' and T1-l'' and then 708 from there to T2. In the single-step memory-guided saccades (experiment 2) and visually-guided 709 saccades (experiment 3), the fixation point was located at T1-r for adapted trials and at T1-l, T1-710 l' or T1-l'' for unadapted trials, and subjects had to perform a saccade from there, respectively,
711
to the remembered or still visible location of target T2 (or at one of its jittered positions). 
